
EDUCATION 
 CAD PRINTING STUDIO

Professional Software Training

NedSense NedGraphics helps clients to realize their goals. To do so, we use our expertise and know-how with 
regards to the textile & apparel market.  With over 30 years of experience in the textile industry, NedSense 
NedGraphics is able to bring integration, tailored for your core business. An important part of our approach 
entails working in organized teams of different departments. We assist and help to integrate to achieve your goals. 
NedGraphics trainers are certified to give the training and are always up to date with the latest versions. 

Industry:  Fashion & Apparel Textile Industry
Client Installation and Training includes:
- CRC: Preparation of the scan before color separation, adjust, crop, repeat and graphical filter tools.
- CRC: Training on color separation from flat color designs to most advanced tonal designs.
- CRC: Training on cleaning functions depending on design type.
- DR: Training on repeat and drawing functionality .
- DR: Working with drawing, motif and vector layers.
- DR: Saving, exporting (NTP) and printing concept.
- DR: Engraving BW films for flat color designs
- TT: Creation of gray tone film separations with or without raster, overlap etc..
- Training on re-coloring concepts based on workflow and design type containing either:
 • Easy Coloring Pro for image files
 • Simulating Printed Fabrics for a set of BW or gray tone films, engraved data etc.

Training program contains:
 Printing Studio Package
 CRC - Color reduction & Cleaning Pro, separation and cleaning scanned designs
 DR - Design & Repeat Pro, creation, editing new or scanned designs
 TT - Tonal Tracing, creation gray tone films
 EC - Easy Coloring Pro, re-coloring designs based on images
 SPF - Simulating Printed Fabrics, re-coloring a set of BW or gray tone films

Customer benefits:
- In-house control of all phases from design to production and marketing.
- Efficient workflow from concept to realization.
- Increase in productivity and volume. 
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How to contact us:

NedSense NedGraphics
Ir. D.S. Tuijnmanweg 10
4131 PN Vianen 
The Netherlands
email: education@nedgraphics.com

Software Modules:  Printing Studio Studio Suite

Training Volume:  
- CRCPRO 2 days, DRPRO 3 days, ECPRO 1 day
 

Training environment requirements:
- In-house experience of printing technology.
- Recommendation max. 4 persons 

Consultancy and Registration
For all your questions please consult
your nearest NedGraphics office 
or send your question(s) to 
education@nedgraphics.com

 

Level:
- Basic-advanced/basic-online

Location:
- At customer location 
- At a NedGraphics office
- Basic training on-line
  (not available in every country)


